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I was first introduced to
he had seen in an old tool catalog
PAUL HAMLER’S
Paul Hamler and his miniature MARVELOUS MINIATURES that just happened to be illustrated
tools in 1990 at the MW-TCA
in one-third scale. It was completBy Dave Nowicki
Spring meeting held in Reading,
ed in 1980 and he brought it to a
Pa. I had seen hand-made miniatool show in Memphis, TN where
ture tools before, but never like these. Paul's were
he showed it to Don Wood, another miniature
amazing in both their quality and detail. He had truly
toolmaker. With Don's assistance, Paul picked up the
elevated this craft to new heights. These miniature
essentials that a budding tool maker needed to develworks of art are actual working tools, constructed
op his skills It was at that time that Paul realized there
with an exactness that is unexpected in something so
might be a market for his miniatures.
small, and truly have to be seen to be believed.
When Paul began making his miniatures one
Paul comes from a family of craftsmen, his
of the first processes he had to learn was investment
father was a carpenter
casting, better known as the "lost-wax" process, to
and according to Paul,
create some of the metal parts. While deciding on a
could work in any
list of items he would need, a chance call to a compacraft and fix anything.
ny who made casting tools and supplies connected
As a teen, Paul began
a lifelong interest in
the game of billiards
and developed his
craftsmanship
by
building billiard tables. He sold them in
order to, what else,
acquire more tools.
When asked how he
got started with miniatures he relates a
story familiar to most
of us - "after I collected most of the comPaul is the only collector I know who can carry his collection
mon
stuff, I started
Paul holding a miniature plane.
in a briefcase.
collecting the exotics…." And when faced with the financial realities of
owning some of these rare tools, he decided that makhim with the company's president. The ensuing coning copies of them might be a way to "own" those he
versation resulted in a visit to Paul's shop and where
couldn't afford. His first miniature was a plated brace
Paul got a first hand education in the art of casting
and further inspiration.
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The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in the identification,
study, preservation and exhibition of tools and implements
used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our heritage.

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the
above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen
dollars for the membership year of July 1 through June 30.
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Bridge. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go north on
Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at the High Bridge
exit. Turn right and go about half a mile to Dennis Ave. Turn
left, then straight to the Masonic Lodge (on the left). Tailgate
sales in the parking lot begin at 10 A.M., meeting starts at 1
P.M.
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Most of you know about
the Phoenix bird, the mythical
bird that rose up out of its own
ashes to live again. That's how I
feel today. Last Christmas, I
was diagnosed with a cancer as large as a softball in my
chest. The first specialist I saw said it was untreatable
and most likely inoperable. The time he gave me made
Doris and I blanch.
A second specialist (armed with test after test that
he put me through) gave me hope. He felt it to be a
touchy operation, but probably not cancer. A third super
-specialist took on the job as lead surgeon with a few
others that were interested in this unusual case.
The bottom line is that I have been operated on; it
is NOT cancer, and everything is now the way it should
be in my chest and abdomen! And the bonus is that
many maladies that I have been having over the past
years now look like they are gone. That Phoenix bird
has nothing on me.
But during all this trauma, I had time to reflect on
my life. In short, I have a lot to be thankful for. One of
the tangibles that have made my life so interesting is
my tool collection. These funny old objects mean a lot
to me. And so do all the people that are part of tool collecting. I have made my
thanks to all the surgeon's,
and I would like to use this
column to thank all those
in the tool community who
have sparked up my life.

April 6 – CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
April 12 – CRAFTS auction, Flemington, N.J.

CRAFTS Website - http://craftsofnj.org
Dear Tool Wizard (whoever you are),
I have a molding plane with two irons. All my two iron planes use each iron to cut a side-by-side profile.
That is, each iron cuts a separate part of the cut. This plane has both irons in line with each other and I can't understand why two are necessary. The profile is tiny, and the first iron is like a bead and the second iron is directly behind the quirk of the bead but is only the width of the quirk and it is rounded rather than flat. I suppose a picture
would help, but my camera is not working.
P.S. There is a rather long depth stop on the side of the plane.
Signature withheld by request.
Dear Signature Withheld:
One of the best functional plane guys I know is Jack Whelan. He has answered this "in the blind". Your
plane most likely is an airtight Hook Joint plane. See his book The Wooden P1ane, page 370. This plane cuts both
profiles on the matching casemaker's joint. They have to be cut to the exact same depth to provide a good fit, hence
the need of the depth stop. You would have to see his sketch to really understand the joint. However, to your question: All hook joint planes do not have two irons. It can be done with one iron. So you are not so far off with your
question. The reason for the second iron is to be able to get the tiny rounded portion sharpened more easily. It's not
difficult to sharpen a tiny bead, or a tiny rounded groover. But together, in one iron, they are a bit of a problem. Only the better hook joint planes carried two irons. (Next time send a picture or a sketch.)
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APRIL CRAFTS MEETING
This is the title of
Dennis spent 10
“From
Road Kill (the wooden kind) to Lathe” years in Hong Kong where
Dennis Fuge’s April 6
presentation. If you have
he became known as the
By Hank Allen
ever driven past a pile of
“Typhoon Turner” bewood that has a sign that says “Free Firewood” and you
cause all the wood he used was collected as a result of
do not know what to do with it, you should come to the
the many typhoons that blow through the area. There he
meeting.
started turning the really big stuff and getting into turnIn just over an hour Dennis will show how to idening the root balls of trees with all their interesting inclutify certain common New Jersey logs, how to cut them,
sions.
how to get them on the lathe, and how to turn something
The move here was a major boost to his turning as
interesting. He will also cover some interesting items to
he was able to join the New Jersey Woodturner Associamake out of rescued timber. Dennis has been turning for
tion. Also, he traveled to the UK where he did his first
over 35 years. He is a highly creative turner who is well
formal weekend course with Dave Regester, and where
known for deep, hollow vessels, hats, and decorative
he was able to see some of the top UK turners in action
platters. This will be a must-see demonstration for anyat the Axminister show.
one who has an interest in lathe work or just wants to see
Most of his work focuses on what nature has alan artist at work. Even old-time woodworkers can learn
ready started and it is the wood itself, with its flaws and
a few new tricks.
faults, that really determines what a finished item will
Dennis started woodturning at Pretoria Boys High
look like. Many of his pieces will be finished with natuSchool in South Africa in 1966, where, as part of an
ral edges or bark inclusions, The more the ants, borers,
eighth grade school woodworking project he was reand other elements of nature have done their work, the
quired to turn a lamp stand. The lamp is still in his workmore he is attracted to the piece. It was in the USA that
shop as a memory of that early beginning, and the start
spaulted timber came onto his radar screen, and it has
of his love for the art of woodturning.
been a favorite wood whenever he can find it.
Fortunately Dennis’ engineering father built a
home lathe that allowed him to maintain an active interYou can see some of his work on his website
est in turning. When he moved to Cape Town he built
timeforyou.net.
his own larger lathe for the then princely sum of $45 and
used it for 20 years. In 1999 he “pensioned” it off when
he moved to the USA. Here he succumbed to the temptation of a Oneway 2436, which is one of the best lathes
on the market.
At our Febru- FEBURARY CRAFTS MEETING PRESENTATION
MUSKET RIFLE HISTORY & CONSTRUCTION
ary meeting we
enjoyed a presentation on the history and
making of flint lock
muzzle loaders. This
presentation was spearheaded by Richard Hujsa and assisted by Jim
Correll. Both presenters
are Master Gunsmiths at
Jacobsburg Historical
Society’s Pennsylvania
Long rifle Heritage MuAbove left Jim explains how a rifle barrel is inlet into the
seum. There they give
curly maple stock. Above right Jim shows a very early side
axe used during the revolutionary war against the British.
the students instruction Richard Hujsa discusses the
in basic gunsmithing making of his flint lock rifle.
techniques to build muzzle loading long rifle from
At left is a samparts. Their expertise in materials and techniques was
pling of the Adenjoyed by a very large group of CRAFTS members.
dis chisels in Jim
Jims display of his collection of axes and chisels drew
Correll’s Collecmembers interest at the end of the meeting. Richard
tion. He has cusand Jim offered their expertise to members joining
tom made all the
them at the Jacobsburg classes.
handles himself.
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(Continued from page 1)

a special wax that
takes on all the details of the original
model. An additional piece of wax,
called a "sprue", is
added to the wax
mold to create a
channel
through
which the molten A pattern master for the Miller
metal
can
be
poured. This assembly is placed in a flask
into which the plasterlike investment compound is poured and
left to cure. The wax
mold and sprue are
removed under high
heat, which melts the Wax molds for Colt powder flask.
wax but leaves the
detail and creates the final casting mold. Although
very labor intensive, this method of casting provides
an extremely high level of detail.
As for materials, Paul uses brass, bronze, silver and gold for casting, steel for blades and screws,
with ebony, rosewood, boxwood, beech and ivory, all
used just as they were in the original tools.
In addition to his miniature tools, Paul has
crafted three full-sized planes. The first was a copy
of Stanley's No. 212 scraper plane, which can be identified by the HT (Hamler Tools) logo in place of the
Stanley logo. Next, was the exquisite John Mosely
ivory plow plane, which was thought to have been
created for the 1855 Paris Exposition. The original
was "discovered" in the workshop of the RecordRidgeway Tool Company in London, and was put on
display in the company's main office only to disappear again a short time later. This plane was made
from elephant ivory and elaborately engraved along

Paul’s miniatures in ivory.

the body, wedge and fence. Also, sadly, somewhere
along the way the arms had been shortened on the
original, probably so it would fit into a toolbox. Paul
made five full sized copies and two 1/3-scale miniatures, all using pre-ban ivory with sterling silver fittings.
The third plane, a working copy of Charles G.
Miller's No. 50 plow plane, patented in 1872, is certainly one of the most beautifully detailed planes ever
manufactured.
Paul's limited edition of 500, in
bronze, are actually nicer looking than the originals
since the details in
his castings are
deeper and have
better definition.
The Miller's Patent
plane took Hamler
more than 18
months to develop,
working
mostly
from photographs.
A shortlist of the miniature tools he has
made are: marking
gauges, in both Paul’s replica Miller’s patent plane
ivory and ebony, a
rosewood plow plane with ivory tips and nuts, the
Marcus Tidey beveling plane, a Stratton Bros. brassbound level in rosewood, a number of Stanley planes,
including transitionals. The Sargent "lady bug" plane,
a Sandusky center-wheel plow plane, the Millers patent plane and a Marples "Ultimatum" brace in ebony
are all part of his output. Paul's most recent work includes two Davis Level and Tool Co. inclinometer
levels, the 12 inch "filigree" and the familiar "mantle
clock", both with working inclinometers.
With each new creation Paul seems to challenge himself further by "raising the bar" to increase
the quality of his work and as Paul says, "the fun part
is figuring out how to do it". At the recent Brown
Tool Sale and Auction in Harrisburg, PA Paul displayed prototypes
of
three of his
recent projects: a Kenney's patent
marking
gauge, consisting of 35
individual
Davis miniature 12” inclinometer.
parts, a Disston
and
Morss, Fisher Patent bevel with 32 parts and a very
elaborate foot powered scroll saw, based on the Seneca Falls "Fleetwood" model.
For himself, Paul is constructing a miniature
THE TOOLSHED—APRIL 2003
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working model
of a Bridgeport
milling
machine,
which
when completed will stand
only nine inches tall. Also,
he's just comSmall scale replica of Davis mantle-clock
pleted a minia- inclinometer in front of full size level.
ture of the elaborately
engraved
Colt Firearms powder flask for a friend
who makes miniature Kentucky long
rifles.
___.:'-1.~0-i~•~--::-~ ~s~ - ~-·i
The days of
tedious filing and Disston and Morss Fisher patent
fitting, once re- bevels.
quired to finish the
many pieces which
make up his miniatures, are coming to
a close since Paul
introduced Computer Numeric Controlled or CNC machines to take up the
slack. He has three
lathes and three
milling
machines
run by two computers along with a
Computer
Aided
Design or CAD pro- Colt Firearms powder flasks in mingram to provide the iature and full size.
fixturing and machining chores. A total of 22 separate machines are
housed in Paul's shop, which is less than 600 square
feet.
Paul Hamler has developed a significant following for his
limited
edition
miniatures
and
most pieces sell
out very quickly.
He's the only tool
collector I know
of who can boast
of carrying his
entire collection
in a briefcase.
Paul displays his tools
and can be seen
Paul’s CNC Milling machine
at many of the
major tool events

1,==::::__
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A collection of miniature parts for the Kenney patent gauge.

held around the country. He can also be reached via
internet at www. hamlertools@mindspring.com

Paul’s shop in the Georgia woods.
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During a Mercer MuJOHN VEIT
seum Tool Day I was fascinat- MULTIFACETED TOOL MAKER
ed with Ken Hopfel’s display
By
of John Veit’s tools. There was
such a wide variety of types of
Ken Hopfel & Bob Garay
tools. We agreed then that we
would put together a short article presenting many of
these tools. I visited Ken this past fall and was able to
photograph and discuss the characteristics of Veit’s
tools in his collection.
One of the first of Veit’s tools to catch my
attention was a large shoot board plane. What attracted my attention was the very large maker stamp on
the fence, base and plane front. It is the largest makers
stamp I have ever seen on a plane. The base of the
beech shoot board is 19” x 19”. The large beech plane
is keyed to
Above left is cooper’s compass plane and sun plane. Above
ride in a slot
right is large cooper’s compass.
on the base
and measures
nuts on the extending arms. The small applewood pail
19” long, by 3
bottom plane at bottom right is Ken’s first Veit plane
1/2” wide by 4
purchased at the Crane Auction in New Hampshire. It
1/2” tall. A
is a very small plane only 5 1/2” long. Many of Veit's
unique feature
cooper’s planes exhibit Austrian design an influence
of this shoot
from his early apprenticeship.
board guide is
Some more cooper’s planes are the sun plane
the two pieces
and the compass plane above. One of the unique feaof apple wood
tures of many of John Veit’s planes are the shape of
dovetailed on
his wedges. They are made from molding plane stock
top of the Large shoot board
cut wider. Thus, when you look at the side profile of
fence.
This plane above with
the bench plane wedge and the molder plane profile
allows the cor- insert to right of
they are the same. The beech coopers compass above
nice molding Veit’s large mark.
right is very large measuring 30” long and opens for a
to be turned
span of 36”. It has graceful chamfers and makers
over and aligned to the top bars to cut the supplemenmark on both sides of the flat top mortise. Veit
tary angle. Ken mentions he has never seen two of
seemed to make many specialized coopers tools as
Veit’s shoot board planes that are exactly the same.
exhibited in the two large cooper jointers below. The
Below are a sampling of some of Veit’s cooptop plane is made of heavy maple and weighs 70
ers tools. The top two are crozes for cutting grooves
pounds. It is 6’ long and is 5 3/4” wide. The smaller
inside casks. The bottom plane is an applewood pail
5’ long cooper’s jointer plane has the very large makbottom plane cutting the bevel in the bottom of the
ers mark on top of the plane just in front of the throat,
plane. The croze at left is beech with applewood
while the larger plane has his smaller mark inside the
arms. Note the variations in nicker placement. On left
throat. Go figure!
croze both knickers
Above is a beautiful applewood double pistol
are side by side,
coach router. It is 17” long and exhibits a good
while the top right
croze have staggered
knickers that are angled to be side by
side at the cutting
edge. Another peculiarity is the nonfunctioning nuts on
the right croze. The
adjusting arms are
threaded into the
fence, thus there is no
Above is 6’ and 5’ long cooper’s jointer planes.
need for the locking
John Veit’s Cooper’s planes.
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amount of iron work along with the wood. While talking to Bob Fridlington this past fall at the CRAFTS
picnic he discussed his view of how John Veit incorporated
many

metal
compo- Applewood double pistol coach router. nents
to his
tools
with the emergence of the industries metal age. This
application of iron can be seen in the large beech and
apple wood shaving horse to the below. The photo
inserted at the bottom left shows the iron clamping
jaw with the Veit mark cast into it.
Below is a large traditionally American style
designed panel raiser. What is unique about this plane
is the iron which is made by Philadelphia cutlery
maker Jenkins & Tongue. As many planemakers of
this era used English irons Veit had close associations
with the local iron works of Philadelphia.
More of John Veit’s associations can be realized in the two fenced planes shown. On the left is a

Shaving horse with iron jaw containing makers information.

right arm adjustable molder. Made of beech it has a
slight curve to the bottom that cuts a concave depression. Maybe a casing plane, it has no spring lines but
a single line down the center of the curve. Probably to
measure the distance from the center of the depression
to the fences edge. The plane to the right is a plow
plane made by
William
Goldsmith. Veit and
Goldsmith shared
the same makers
address
“CORNEW

-1
MARKET
&
GREEN
STREET” for
over ten years.
In 1868 John
Veit succeeded
William Goldsmith. The nuts
from the Goldsmith
plow
plane shown fit
the
molding Left is John Veit fenced molding plane.
plane to the Right is William Goldsmith plow plane.
left, and many
other Veit planes. Implicating they possibly shared
tools in their plane making shop.
Demonstrating his adaptation to custom work,
below are three unique planes. The top plane looks
like a very small shoot board plane only 16” long.
This plane shows wear marks only on the bottom and
not on the side where it should have been rubbing on
the shoot board. In the middle picture below is a 22”
long razee bench plane with a special cutter adjustment. The iron stamped William Butcher is moved up
and down by a cam operated by moving the lever
right or left. There is a thumb screw on top of the
mechanism to lock the iron in position. The bottom
plane is a 22” long panel plane with skewed iron and
wedged nicker.
After seeing the wide variety of John Veit
tools Ken has in his collection, (Which only a few
could be shown here.) I am amazed at the wide skills
of this toolmaker. Ken noted that living in the Philadelphia region with its large German population relating to his own background helped his business. I also think that
his ability to customize
his tool making
to such a
wide variety
of needs and
wants also
made
his
business
flourish for
over
fifty Three unique bench planes by John Veit.
years.

L..--1_ __JI

Large panel raiser with Philadelphia made iron.
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Last Issue I explained the
Shaping the teeth is the next
SAW SHARPENING
process of selecting and restoring a
operation
in line. First, you will defiBy Daryl Weir
vintage saw. In this article I will exnitely need some type of good work
plain the process of sharpening and
light.
I
use
an
incandessetting saw teeth.
cent/fluorescent combination light
Most of the saws I pick up need the teeth
with an articulated spring-loaded arm that I can posijointed, reshaped, set and sharpened and yours will
tion anywhere along the blade to produce the best
probably be no different. Some type of saw vise is
lighting situation. You'll also need to purchase some
necessary whether you buy an old cast one or make
tapered saw files from a local hardware store or puryour own from wood. Site down the saws edge. Is it
chase them online where you'll probably find the best
fairly straight or does it have a slight crown to it? If it
is crowned you probably have what is called a breasted saw. This practice was used for a while which was
supposed to aid in the cutting action by keeping all
the teeth engaged in the cut due to the natural arc motion of the arm while sawing. If the saw is breasted I
usually use a tool that was made for filing the crown
and setting the height of the raker teeth on large timselection. Each length of file 7", 6", 5" and 4" comes
ber crosscut saws. This tool will hold an 8" mill file at
with different designations such as tapered, slim ta90 degrees to the gauge fence and have register surper, extra slim taper and double extra slim taper. You
faces at opposing ends with a screw in the center. By
will not need every variation but each size has a difsetting the gauge fence against the saw face you can
ferent radius on the corners to form the gullet and a
purposely bow the file to match the curvature of the
different cross section. The cross section should be
blade. If the edge is straight you can make you own
large enough so when one corner becomes dull and is
jointer from a block of wood with a groove plowed in
rotated to the next edge, the previously two dulled
it 90 degrees to the face. Make the groove wide
adjacent faces do not come in contact with the tooth
enough so your mill file will fit snugly into it. Relieve
profile you are working on. Thus your using fresh
the corner of the groove directly below the file so
sharp cutting edges but small enough to make it easy
there will be clearance
to see what you're doing. You should switch to a new
for the set that are in
edge when you start having to apply excessive pressaws teeth. There are
sure to make it cut, or the file starts squealing at you
old cast iron jointers
in agony. Here are the sizes I typically use.
that can be found at
7" regular taper
4-5 ppi
flea markets that work
7" slim taper
5 1/2-6 ppi
well also. These strad6" slim taper
7-8 ppi
dle the blade while
6"
x-slim
taper
9-10 ppi
holding a file in place
6" dbl-x-slim taper
11-12 ppi
Various
saw
teeth
jointers.
with screws from each
5" dbl-x-slim taper
13-15 ppi
side.
4" x-slim taper
16-18ppi
Jointing is the process of making the teeth all
the same height so they all will do the same amount
I use a small block of wood with a hole drilled
of work while sawing and some won't be along just
through it just small enough so the three corners of a
for the ride. Start at the heel of the saw and stroke to
specific sized tapered saw file will bite into it. I then
the tip. You'll probably hit high teeth and snags along
lay a line out tangent to the right side of the hole at
the way telling you this saw is severely out of joint.
the angle of whatever rake I'm going to file on the
Site down the blade once in a while to check how
teeth. This is usually 12 degrees for a crosscut and 4
straight the edge is or how true the arc is. Try to condegrees for a rip. Line one side of the file up with this
centrate on the high areas. Keep stroking until all of
line and press into place. Now as long as you keep the
the teeth have little shiny flats on the top. Some of
top of this block as close to parallel as possible with
these flats are most definitely going to be bigger than
the edge of the saw you'll file the correct tooth profile.
others. If you can't get a flat on all of them before reI usually begin at the heel and work toward the tip.
moving whole sections of teeth, STOP! You'll lose
Place the saw in the saw vise with the teeth exposed
the gullet groove
no more than necessary to file them. Exposing the
for a guide to file
least amount out of the vise will give the blade more
in the new teeth
support and less chatter providing a cleaner cut. File
and laying out new
straight across and try to maintain the same number of
spacing is not that
strokes per tooth pressing a little harder to the side
much fun.
Saw teeth filed with flats on all teeth.

r--L========_jl
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that has the larger
flat. If some of the
gullets are a little
deeper than others
don't take that extra
stroke on these. Your
trying to do a few
things at once here.
You are evening up
File guides for filing rake.
the tooth profile, correcting poor geometry and gullet depth and maintaining the file in the right relation to the blade. It takes a
little eye to hand coordination but with practice you'll
catch on. Once you have gotten almost all the teeth
shaped back to sharp edge joint again. Joint again, he

Using the file guide to file the rake of teeth.

says, Arr! Remember those teeth that you couldn't get
flats on the first time; hopefully you'll get them on
this second jointing. Time to shape again. If you've
had this much perseverance, congratulations you’re
getting closer to the payoff!
There's some debate on what to do next sharpen
or set. I prefer to set next. Since this process slightly
deforms the tooth by extruding metal due to the pressure of the saw set, sharpening later will correct this.
If you sharpen carefully you will not remove much of
this set at all. You can pick up an old set at flea markets or buy a new one through a woodworking supply
catalogue. I have found the pistol grip sets a little
more comfortable to use than the more horizontal
handled ones. The pistol grip Stanley I have works
well up to about 12ppi. After that the wider plunger
gets in the way and the anvil won't adjust to where I
want it on the tooth. I have to resort to one of my old-

Teeth filed to the correct rake ready for sharpening.

er Morrill sets for the finer teeth.
Hopefully you've removed most of the set
when you jointed it. Pick the saw up and hold it at eye
level with the back edge of the blade toward you and
site down along both sides. You should be able to see
the set in each tooth as a dark shadow. Chances are
you'll see to much shadow and it won't be even from
tooth to tooth or from one side of the blade to the oth-

er. If you had to joint a lot there might not be any set
left, which to me is ideal because I would just as soon
start fresh. I use a pair of dial calipers to check the
thickness of the blade just below the teeth and then to
check the set. I don't always hit it exactly but I shoot
for 20 to 25% of the blade thickness. For example if
you have a .035 thick taper ground blade the set
should run .2 x .035 = .007 to .25 x .035 = .0087 or
round up to .009. The thickness at the cutting edge
with set should then be approximately .042 to .044. I
probably have a tendency to go on the high end of
this. I usually strive for about .004 to .006 total set on
a back saw since these are used for finer work and it
makes for a smoother cut.
If there's too much set you might have to live
with it or at the very least even it up with a saw set,
trying not to put any more in than is already present. I
have had good luck taking some excessive set out
with a copper mallet and my hard maple block. I
have read you shouldn't do this but I'm always experimenting. Set the teeth of the blade on the block and
tap the teeth that are bent upward. You can start at the
front of the blade or the back, it really makes no difference. Check your progress once in a while to see if
you're removing any of the set. When your satisfied
with the one side flip the blade over and do the other.
Now it's time to grab your set and set the teeth.
I disregard the numbers on the anvil adjustment (if
you have any) as to their coinciding with the ppi of
saw you're about to set. Instead I use them as a reference from saw to saw. Position the set over the teeth
and try to adjust the anvil so the fulcrum point is posi-

tioned somewhere between a half and the top third of
the tooth height. There is usually some type of threaded adjustment that comes in on the opposite side of
the anvil that bears against the blade. Moving this in
or out determines the angle of the blade in relation to
the anvil, which in turn determines the amount of set
you place in the teeth. Error on the lighter side to start
with because you can always put more in but it's a
bear to take out. If the teeth have a little set but need
more bend the teeth in the same direction as they currently are, if they have no set at all which way you
choose to bend them makes no difference. Start at the
heel of the blade (handle end) and align the plunger of
the set (the part that does the bending) on the tooth
(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

you want to set. I
usually press gradually two to three
times instead of one
hard push and proceed setting every
other tooth. Set
about 4 or 5 teeth
then flip the blade
and set the ones Sawset showing anvil and hammer.
you skipped. Stop
and check your progress with a pair of calipers. Since
these back teeth aren't used much if you put to much
set in it won't hurt anything, just retract the threaded
stop a bit and try a few more teeth. If you still don't
have enough set advance the stop and try setting the
same teeth again. Once you have the set adjusted finish the rest of the teeth.
Now you're ready for the final step of sharpening. Start by placing the saw in the vise with the heel
at the right end of the vise. When sharpening a rip
profile I don't use any gauge since you file straight
across at 90 degrees to the saw face. Place the file in
the farthest right gullet that fits this description, the
right face of the file is against the cutting face of the
tooth that is bent away from you and the left face of
the file is against the back of the tooth that is bent
towards you. The tooth that is bent away files better
with less chatter producing a smoother cutting face.
With the tip end of the file (you still have to leave
yourself enough to hold onto) placed in the gullet
rock the file around a bit until you get a feel for it being properly seated then take a light stroke. All you're
trying to accomplish is cleaning up the damage
caused by the set on the cutting edge of the front of
one tooth and the back of the other. Skip a tooth and
move on to the next one and so on. Now flip the saw
around and starting at the heel end again, file the teeth
that you skipped on the first round. Filing from each
side makes up for any error you may impose in the
way that you hold the file and should make the saw
track better.
Sharpening a crosscut is slightly different in that
you're trying to create more of a knife-edge for severing cross grain fibers than a chisel edge on a rip that
actually plows the wood out with the grain. Make
yourself a wood gauge that has a shallow kerf cut in
opposing faces at 25 degrees to the edge. When viewing one of the kerfs, the opposing side kerf should be
angled in the same direction as the one being viewed.
This gauge will straddle the cutting edge of the saw
and serve as a visual guide to bevel file the teeth.
With the heel at right side of the vise place the gauge
on the saw so that the end farthest from you is angled
to the left. Position the file in the gullet basically the
same as you did for a rip but now angle the file to line
up with the edge of the gauge. You will be filing a

small bevel on the front of one cutting edge and the
backside of the other tooth. The objective is to hold
the file in the correct position to remove an equal
amount from each
tooth top to bottom (again the
cutting edge of
one and backside
of other) until the
outside edge of
the tooth becomes
sharp and you've
filed up to the tip
of
the
tooth.
Count the number Sharpening using homemade guide.
of strokes it took
to achieve this and repeat this on each one. If you find
yourself removing more material from one than the
other exert more pressure to the side that needs the
material removed on the next stroke. Work your way
down the blade repositioning in the vise as necessary.
Turn the blade around and start at the heel again. Turn
the gauge over so the end facing away from you is
now angled to the right. Repeat the process filing in
the gullets skipped from the first side. When your
done take a test cut. The saw should track and cut
nicely. If it pulls to one side dress that side lightly
with a stone. You should soon be on your way to
smooth sawing.

Properly sharpened and set teeth.
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A WALK-AROUND AUCTION
Those of you who have been to an old-style
farm auction, know what a walk-around auction
is like. Even a few on-site auctions still use the
walk-around technique. It's just as it says: everyone walks around the site as the auctioneer calls
out each lot where it sits. No podium, no loud
speaker, no chairs, no heat, no shelter; in short
"no nothing".
It's rough on everyone, except the buyer's
pocketbook. The lots are usually made up of anywhere from a few pieces to a box so full of stuff
that you can hardly lift it. In the better walkarounds the lots are separated nicely and sometimes even put on tables. In the rougher ones,
everything looks like a hurricane hit the place. It
doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out that
keeping track of things is sometimes difficult,
and at worst almost impossible. So buyers adjust
their bidding downwards to make up for this.
Another problem with walk-arounds is that
it is easy for an unscrupulous person to switch
stuff from boxlot to boxlot. Not to mention the
ease of "lifting" some of the smalls AFTER you
have looked at the box during the inspection period. So unless you really know what's in the lot
at the time it is auctioned, you may be unpleasantly surprised when you get it home. Another
reason to adjust bids downward.
It's rare that there is any list, or even any order to the way the lots are offered. The auctioneer can move to another area, if he feels that
the stuff in the area he is working in is "dying".
And if you get muscled out of your "up-front"
position when this happens, you'll likely lose out
on the next few lots at least.
Confusion is part of an auction for the beginner, but a walk-around usually introduces
some confusion even to the experienced bidder.
Sometimes you don't really know what lot is up
for bid. Other times you can't bid in time because
you're not close enough to evaluate what you're
bidding on. Occasionally lots are combined when
you least expect it. Also, when things slow

down, the auctioneer may take the first bid on a
lot, without even bothering about another bid. It's
wild!
Now picture a cold December day, a couple weeks before Christmas. The only saving
grace is that there is no mud or blistering heat
without shade. However, just before Christmas is
not the best time for antiques. Antiques are tough
presents to buy, due to their subjective nature-and consequently most people stick to the more
conventional gifts. And they allocate most of
their spare funds to these gifts as opposed to buying things for themselves at auction.
The bottom line on all this is that almost
everything went cheap. And I mean CHEAP! It
was not the best quality stuff in many cases, but I
can throw away the bad pieces and still come out
on the lot. And the surprises at the bottom of the
boxes have turned out to be terrific!
Not many tool auctions are held this way,
but every now and then you'll find one. It's usually in a more rural area, and it's a pack rat's collection. The competition is slim as most dealers
don't want ratty looking pieces. And the old timers that show up are ingrained with the prices
that they paid years ago. It's a dream world for
someone like me that loves to clean up stuff. And
this auction ended up exactly like that. Two (yes
2) pickup trucks worth of tools went my way.
What a Christmas present!

SEE~

MORAL.Add to the comfort and happiness of the mechanics in your
community by carrying in stock the

GOODELL BREAST and HAND DRILLS
MANUFACTURED BY

GOODELL BROTHERS COMPANY, Greenfield, Mass., u. S. .A..
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MERCER MUSEUM
ANTIQUE TOOL DISCOVERY DAY
The Mercer Museum in Doylestown, Pennsylvania is beginning early preparations for its twelfth annual "Antique Tool Discovery Day," scheduled for Saturday, November 8, 2003. This popular program features tool demonstrations, children's hands-on activities,
and displays organized by many of this region's most
notable tool collectors.
Organizers are currently looking for collectors
interested in volunteering at this year's event. Individuals are especially needed to create simple themed displays " of tools from their collections: Displays can
feature a number of examples of one particular type of
tool, a variety of tools from one maker, one region, or
time period, or a collection of tools used in a particular
trade or type of work. Other individuals are needed to
perform demonstrations of early hand tools and assist
with children's hands-on projects.
Tool collectors who bring displays should plan
to be available for the entire length of the event, 10 AM
to 3 PM. Volunteers assisting with activities or leading
demonstrations may choose to work a 2-hour shift or
the entire day. Lunch will be provided to those who
work the full day, and all volunteers will enjoy the opportunity to see the Mercer Museum and visit with their
tool-collecting colleagues.
If you would like to participate in this event, or
would like more information, please contact the Mercer
Museum at (215) 345-0210, ext. 28 or send an e-mail to
mmcur@mercermuseum.org.

TOOL EVENTS
March 28-29 - Live Free Or Die Auction, Indianapolis,
Indiana. Contact M.J. Donnelly (607)566-2617.
March 29 - Steere-Spicer Auction, North Kingstown,
RI. Contact (401)295-0339.
April 4-5 - Browns 22nd Antique Tool Show and Auction, Harrisburg, PA. Contact (800)248-8114.

April 6 - CRAFTS Meeting, Highbridge, NJ Masonic
Lodge, 1 p.m. Lathe turning presentation.
April 12 - CRAFTS Auction, Flemington Elks Club,
Flemington, NJ. Contact (908)439-3266.
April 25-26 - Live Free Or Die Auction, Nashua N.H.
Contact M.J. Donnelly (607)566-2617.
May 29 - June 1 - EAIA annual meeting, Burlington,
Vermont. Contact - WWW.EAIAINFO.ORG
May 30 - The Early American Antique Tool Auction,
Brown Auction Services, Sheraton Hotel Burlington, VT. Contact (800)248-8114
June 21- Live Free or Die Auction at EAIA meeting
Avoca, NY. (607) 566-2617.
August 29 & 30- The Biggest Tool Show West of The
Mid-West. Presented by The Rocky Mountain,
Southwest and P.A.S.T. Tool Collectors.
For information call Bill McDougall (505)
344-9272.

CRAFTS WANT ADS
FINE WOODWORKING Magazine Issues 13162, fine condition. Best offer over $150: pickup
(New Providence) or pay shipping. Jack Whelan
908-464-5424

Union Hill Antique Tools
Collectible Tools for the Connoisseur at:

http:/ /www.tooltimer.com
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Editors correction

In our last publication I errantly credited the maker
of the thumb plane and the plumb bob going into
the CRAFTS auction. The actual maker of these
two fine contemporary tools is Christopher Laarman. I am told he is a member of the Pacific
Northwest Tool Collectors Club and is a fine
craftsman.

Plus:
· Free tool collector's database
· Interesting tool articles
· Type studies
· and more!
Steve Johnson
4521 243rd Ave. NE
Redmond, WA 98053
tooltimer@msn.com
425-868-1532 (voice and fax)
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